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Fu Mei was dumbfounded, staring at Ye Shijun blankly.

Is it not? !

“Do you really think that I would be interested in that everyone of you is rubbing the hot
nest of heat?” Ye Shijun smiled disdainfully, and Ye Shijun slowly stood up: “Just like
you, there is a city lord at home who kidnapped the man privately. , Enjoy the fun, not
many people outside would suspect that you did it.”

“After all, you are a person with a family.”

“Me? The same.” Ye Shijun smiled indifferently.

“No, no, no, no.” Fu Mei shook her head in panic.

She knows exactly what this means.

At that time, she would be just a puppet, without power and power, let alone any status
in the family.

This will only attract more gossip and pointers. At that time, let alone the lady of the city
lord, it may even be inferior to the subordinate, because even the subordinate will laugh
at her.

What’s more, Ye Shijun is her husband anyway, how can she tolerate her husband and
other women, no, she shares the rain with many women.

She can’t accept it!

“Make it clear, Fumei, I didn’t discuss it with you, I just told you, okay?” After saying that,
Ye Shijun glanced at Fumei annoyingly: “Looking at you like a dog, I feel sick. I really
don’t know how I got it last night, bitch!” After a

word, Ye Shijun turned and left the room, leaving only Fu Mei who was almost
emotionally broken.

From one person alone, holding power in six cities, to now, like a grass, a huge gap, it is
not easy to change to anyone, let alone narrow-minded, but it is in favor of the unusual
pursuit of power and self-esteem. Karma, with this end, has long been the case, but the
time has not yet arrived.

She can, why can’t Ye Shijun? !



To be able to have today, everything is nothing but her own. If it weren’t for Ye Shijun to
see her so arrogant and steal people behind his back, the frustration in his heart
reached the peak. He wanted to find someone to talk about it and spit out bitterness.
Unfortunately, he lost power. Almost no one cares about him.

Therefore, he can only drink his sorrows by himself, wanting to come to his wife’s
neglect, but secretly cheating with others, and the right of family morality is also passed
by others.

Ye Shijun faceless facing his ancestors, under the influence of alcohol, he chose to jump
into the river to commit suicide.

But it was precisely this act of suicide that attracted someone he would never dare to
think about.

Ye Wuhuan.

That father who was already dead, or rather, he was habitually swaddling.

Ye Wuhuan endured it for a long time, but even if he hid himself again, how could he
stand idly by in the face of his son’s life and death, so he chose to show up.

It was precisely because of the appearance of Ye Wuhuan that the father and son talked
about it. With the different Ye Shijun now, there is also the experience of Fumei now.

Everything is the cause of one’s own planting, and the result is naturally obtained!

But compared to Fumei, the people of Six Cities were even more miserable. After Ye
Shijun took over as the lord of the city, the chaos in the city seemed to have begun to
improve on the surface, but in fact, as soon as the night came, the loss of the young girl
appeared endlessly.

As a result, within a hundred li of the six cities, after nightfall, it is like hell. It is dead and
silent. The house is closed and the lights are turned off. The atmosphere does not dare
to breathe. The villagers also occasionally hear screams and laughter from the
underground in the middle of the night. .

At this time, George Han and others…
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trek since a few days, a pedestrian or flying, or riding a beast, and either walk, under the
trials and hardships, finally returned to the fairy island.

Along the way, George Han considered for a long time, but finally rejected the proposal
of Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng and others, and took everyone into the island.



Everyone is tired and exhausted, and needs a short period of cultivation and
rejuvenation. This place on the Fairy Spirit Island can temporarily provide treatment and
cultivation for everyone.

Besides, George Han also has his own important things to do.

Although this might let Lu Yuan and others know the approximate route of Xianling
Island, George Han felt that there was no need to worry too much.

Because Mingyu was once Lu Ruoxin, it is impossible for Lu Ruoxin to know the
environment around the entire sea.

Therefore, to George Han, it doesn’t really matter whether Lu Yuan and the others know
it or not.

When a group of people returned to the island exhaustedly, most of them had never
seen such a beautiful island, and they were quite fascinating.

Most of the disciples who stayed at Baguio Palace on the island, after George Han and
others left, in addition to basic practice, they decorated the entire island every day.

Girls are always ingenious and ingenious, and the already beautiful islands become
more beautiful with their meticulous decoration.

Resting on such an island is half the effort for anyone.

With people from Baguio Palace taking care of the wounded, George Han can finally do
his own thing with peace of mind.

In the pavilion in the backyard, George Han hugged Han Nian and carefully looked at
the various medical books left by the old master in the cave, both for learning and to
understand what happened to Qin Shuang.

In the double cauldron behind him, the pill was slightly refined.

The Bone Burning City this time must be extremely dangerous. Even if the matter is
imminent, George Han knows that the more anxious the more he must fight steadily,
because once he fails, there will be no second life.Mo Yang, Dao Twelve, Liu Fang, and
Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng are sitting cross-legged, entering deep practice.

Relatively speaking, the cultivation base of the four of them is too weak. For their own
safety, or to prevent them from dragging their feet, the promotion of the four of them is
necessary.

This is also the main reason why George Han returned to Xianling Island.

On the other side of the corpse ground, Qin Shuang was busy burying the seeds of the
ginseng baby in the corpse ground.



I was busy. At this moment, a beautiful figure slowly walked over. Seeing George Han
raised her head, she smiled slightly: “Leader!”

“Are they all resting?”

“The disciples are already practicing according to your instructions. As for the people on
the top of the Blue Mountain, I have arranged for them to live in the guest room, and
they are all resting now. I sent someone to monitor it secretly. If there is any disturbance,
I will report to you immediately.”

George Han gently She smiled and nodded: “Thanks for your hard work.”

Ningyue shook her head and touched Nian’er’s head with some affection. Then she sat
down, “You work harder outside. By the way, lord, you are called I came here to tell me
about Fu Mang and Qiushui? The disciples have already told me, you don’t need to care
too much, but the lord’s wife…”

“I told you not for this.” George Han bitterly Shaking her head and interrupting her, she
didn’t want to mention the uncomfortable past, and said: “There is something, I need to
explain it to you.”

When she saw what George Han touched out of her arms, Ningyue stunned……
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“Leader, what is this?” Ning Yueduan looked at it for a long time, but she couldn’t see
the reason, but she also felt a sense of deja vu.

George Han looked a little embarrassed, looking at Ningyue, and said: “Do you feel the
feeling again?”

“Use… with a snack.”

Ningyue nodded obediently, closed her eyes slightly, holding his breath.

In the next second, Ningyue frowned and opened her eyes: “Leader, God…
Shenyanzhu?”

George Han nodded with embarrassment: “Yes.”

“But, how could Shenyanzhu be like this? “Looking at the stone that George Han had
touched, although it didn’t look too bad, it was obviously a lot worse than Shenyanzhu’s
dreamy body.

“This is one of my stones. After you give me the Shen Yan Zhu, I put it in my storage
space with this stone. I don’t know… I seem to eat this stone. The Shenyan Bead was
swallowed, together with another…flower in the jade!”



“This white is just the chance after the Shenyan Bead is swallowed, and this green is the
jade in the flower.” George Han finished. , Looked at Ningyue with some
embarrassment.

George Han was also embarrassed after tossing the treasure of other people’s Zhenpai
into this way.

However, the ones who should come are always coming, and George Han will not
choose to escape. He should have told Ningyue a long time ago, but he has been
suffering from no time.

Ningyue stared at the Five Elements Divine Stone blankly, then looked at George Han,
and finally looked back at the Five Elements Divine Stone. Her beautiful eyes were kept
tightly half-squinted, and she was obviously caught in a strange thought.

“Um…I pay you for it.” George Han finished speaking, and took out a bunch of various
materials and treasures that he had bought earlier from the space ring!

As soon as he was released, a lot of strange treasures appeared on the ground for a
while.

Touching his head helplessly, George Han said awkwardly: “I know these things are not
as good as Shenyan beads, but I have tried my best to buy all the treasures in the
auction house, and there are also many good things in it, that Ningyue…”

Ningyue raised her head and looked at George Han: “So are you planning to
compensate me for these?”

George Han nodded.

Ningyue smiled coldly: “Shen Yanzhu is the treasure of my Baguio Palace, and it is also
the thing that my Baguio Palace disciples have guarded with their lives for generations.
You lost it, and now, take the damage to compensate? Leader, Are you kidding me?”

Seeing Ningyue like this, George Han was not angry, but felt even more guilty: “I know
these things can’t pay off, and I don’t expect these to make up for you. Or, what do you
think? If I can compensate you, I will think of a way..”George Han, there is nothing in this
world that can make up for it, unless you use your life!” Ningyue said coldly: “Or, use
your daughter.”

“Use my daughter?” Han Three thousand and one stunned, Han Nian was his life, how
could this be given? ! But after another thought, it seemed that it was not right. How
could there be a loss of a thing or a daughter to pay for it?

Almost at this moment, Ningyue suddenly chuckled and laughed secretly.

“It is said that the leader of my family is brave and incomparable. It turns out that there
are times when embarrassment occurs.” Ningyue said with a light smile.



“Damn, are you kidding me?” George Han pretended to be angry.

Although Ningyue’s performance was very lifelike, George Han’s reaction was also very
fast, and he was aware of something wrong almost when he said that he took his
daughter to pay compensation. Ningyue is going to perform, George Han will naturally.

“Why? I lost the treasure of Baguio Palace, and I am not allowed to play with you?”
Ningyue smiled.

As soon as this remark came out, George Han was stunned, and it made sense.

“Oh, it turns out that George Han is so majestic outside, um…the embarrassment turned
out to be like this.” The more I think about George Han’s appearance, the more Ningyue
feels happy and can’t help but laugh again. sound.

George Han was helpless for a while, and said bitterly: “At any rate, you are also the
head of the school, and when you have become so naive!”

“I am not the head now, just a subordinate of your George Han.” Ningyue smiled.

“But, you really don’t plan to make me pay?” George Han asked suspiciously.

“Yes!” Ningyue nodded solemnly, her expression was very serious, and then she looked
at George Han: “But strength is not allowed, the female disciples of Baguio Palace now
seem to treat you weakly. , Is their great leader. In fact, they are very excited one by one.
They regard you as the Prince Charming in their hearts. I have to dare to move you, I am
afraid that they will have to rebel.”

Speaking of this, Ningyue couldn’t help but smile. Although it was a ridicule, it was
indeed the truth.

Handsome and capable, which girl would not be pregnant? !

“I don’t want to be the first head of the Baguio Palace to be killed by the disciples.” After
speaking, Ningyue pretended to be afraid.

George Han was full of black lines and didn’t know how to answer for a while.

Seeing George Han’s appearance, Ningyue smiled secretly again, and then said with a
serious face: “Besides, the ancestor also has the training, I dare not fail.”

“The ancestor?” George Han was stunned.
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